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Letter to Extremism Commission [1]

Author(s):
Sharia Watch [2]

Source Item [1]
Update 8th November 2019: A reminder letter [3]plus a response to Sara Khan's speech [4] sent to the
commission.

Police Muslim forum headed by Islamic extremist [5]

Source Item:
Police Muslim forum headed by Islamic extremist [6]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
24/07/2010
Summary:



A Comprehensive List of Extremist Speakers at UK Universities [7]

[7]
Source Item:
A Comprehensive List of Extremist Speakers at UK Universities [8]
Author(s):
HenryJacksonSoc [9]

Summary:
In 2008, the Centre for Social Cohesion commissioned an in-depth and ground breaking study into attitudes
towards Islam on British Campuses. Still the most comprehensive such study, ‘Islam on Campus’ discovered,
among other things, that students who are active in their university Islamic society were twice as likely as nonmembers to hold extreme views, including that killing in the name of their religion is justified. Since then the
Centre has attempted to warn policy-makers and political leaders in the UK of the increasing radicalisation of UK
campuses. Repeatedly in recent years we have been in communication with university vice-Chancellors and others
in a position to stop this situation, warning them about extremist speakers, terrorist-supporters, and enablers of
terrorism who are appearing on their campuses. With a few exceptions these warnings and expressions of
concern have gone unaddressed. Though public and press concern over this issue is growing, our warnings have
been repeatedly ignored by political leaders, university heads and national student bodies. All have been in a
position to stop this hate. All have failed.

Al-Hijrah School - Ofsted Report [10]


[10]
Source Item:
Al-Hijrah School - Ofsted Report [11]
Summary:
 Leaders have failed to have due regard to the need to achieve equality of opportunity.
 Books in the school library contained derogatory views about, and incited violence towards, women. Pupils had
easy access to these, and leaders told inspectors that they did not know the books were there.
 Boys and girls are segregated in all lessons and at social times from Year 5 onwards. They are taught on
separate corridors, have separate breaktimes and are not allowed to mix during the shared lunch hour. When they
go on some trips to the same venues they go on different days.

 Leaders’ decision to segregate pupils by gender in this way limits the opportunities for pupils’ social
development. Segregation does not foster good relations between boys and girls.
 Some older pupils are worried that being segregated by gender will mean that they are not prepared well for
life beyond school.

Moderate Indonesia: Islamic State jihadi stabs Security Minister [12]

Source Item:
Moderate Indonesia: Islamic State jihadi stabs Security Minister [13]
Country:
Indonesia
News Date:
11/10/2019
Summary:

Why was Indonesia’s much-celebrated moderate Islam not able for the perpetrator in this
case to withstand the appeal of the Islamic State’s twisted, hijacked version? “Suspected
ISIS Terrorist Stabs Indonesian Security Minister,” [14]

Challenging Hateful Extremism [15]


[15]
Source Item:
Challenging Hateful Extremism [16]
Author(s):
UKGovt [17]

Summary:
Sharia Watch are currently developing a response to this report, concentrating on sharia.

Birmingham's Jamia Islamia Islamic school books 'promoted extremism' [18]

Source Item:
Birmingham's Jamia Islamia Islamic school books 'promoted extremism' [19]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
19/07/2019
Summary:
Books found in the library of an Islamic private school promoted extremism, inspectors found. Inspectors said
[20] school leaders told them they were "unaware of the existence of these texts" though they were found in the
library and "stamped with the school's name". One book set out a series of aims which included "To help the
Taliban government in the accomplishment of enforcement of Shari'ah in Afghanistan" and "To struggle for the
creation of Islamic states in which the

Extremist literature common in many mosques and Islamic school libraries in
Canada, study says [21]

Source Item:
Extremist literature common in many mosques and Islamic school libraries in Canada, study says [22]
Country:
Canada
News Date:
22/08/2016
Summary:
Many mosques and Islamic schools in Canada are placing young people at risk by espousing — or at least not
condemning — extremist teachings, a new study says. The study says what worried them was not the presence of
extremist literature, but that they found nothing but such writings in several libraries.

Are south Asia’s Islamic schools causing a surge in extremism? [23]

Source Item:
Are south Asia’s Islamic schools causing a surge in extremism? [24]
Country:
India
News Date:
30/10/2015

Summary:
Research and interviews by the FT into the madrassa phenomenon across south Asia show that “Deobandi” has
become shorthand for a Sunni Muslim extremist, at least among some commentators...From Somali al-Shabaab
militants slaughtering Christians in Kenya to the Bangladeshis who murder liberal bloggers with machetes on the
streets of Dhaka, the perpetrators of Islamist terror attacks are often said by police to have been the teachers or
pupils of Sunni Muslim madrassas.

Failing prisons are a hotbed of extremism, Government adviser warns [25]

Source Item:
Failing prisons are a hotbed of extremism, Government adviser warns [26]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/04/2019
Summary:
Britain's failing jails are so violent and dangerous that they have become a “fertile breeding ground” for future
terrorists and street gang leaders, a senior government adviser has warned.

NSS refers Islamic charities promoting extremism to regulator [27]

Source Item:
NSS refers Islamic charities promoting extremism to regulator [28]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
15/04/2019
Summary:
The charity regulator has said it will investigate three Islamic charities which have linked to extremist content,
after concerns were raised by the National Secular Society. The NSS submitted a dossier of evidence to the
Charity Commission that the charities were linking to content endorsing marital rape and execution for
homosexuality and 'apostasy' on their websites.

Madrassah Under Scrutiny as Pakistan Cracks Down on Extremism [29]


Source Item:
Madrassah Under Scrutiny as Pakistan Cracks Down on Extremism [30]
Country:
Pakistan
News Date:
03/04/2019
Summary:
The sprawling Hudaibiah education complex three weeks ago became one of nearly 300 seminaries, schools,
hospitals and dispensaries taken over for links to outlawed groups....JuD calls itself a humanitarian organisation,
but both America, Britain and the United Nations instead recognise it as a front for the Laskhar-e-Taiba (LeT)
terrorist group accused of the Mumbai attack that killed 166.

3,000 Muslim children from the UK attend madrasas in Pakistan that preach jihad
violence [31]

Source Item:
3,000 Muslim children from the UK attend madrasas in Pakistan that preach jihad violence [32]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
25/03/2019
Summary:
“Terrorism fears as 3,000 UK children a year go to ‘jihadi’ schools in Pakistan, secret government report reveals,”
by Abul Taher, The Mail on Sunday [33], March 23, 2019:
A secret Government report has warned that more than 3,000 British children are being taken to Pakistan
each year and enrolled in extremist summer schools.



Maajid Nawaz Interview | Real Time with Bill Maher (HBO) [34]

[34]
Summary:
Counter-extremism expert and Quilliam founder Maajid Nawaz joins Bill to discuss the fight against radical
Islamist ideology:

"we [Hizb ut-Tahrir] did lay the ideological foundations for what has now become known as the Caliphate [Islamic
State/ISIL/ISIS]"

Second Scout volunteer suspended and more groups referred to police amid
extremism concerns [35]

Source Item:
Second Scout volunteer suspended and more groups referred to police amid extremism concerns [36]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/01/2019
Summary:
The Scout Association has suspended a second volunteer and referred six more mosques to the police over
extremism concerns following a Telegraph investigation [37].

Extremism and hate preachers on the rise at campuses, universities warned [38]


Source Item:
Extremism and hate preachers on the rise at campuses, universities warned [39]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
22/01/2019
Summary:
Extremist speakers are on the rise at universities, figures show, amid warnings that hate preachers are enjoying
“near unfettered” access to students. During the last academic year, there were 200 events held at university
campuses which featured individuals with radical views, according to an analysis by a counter extremism thinktank. These included hate preachers, pro-jihad activists, and anti-Semites, some of whom toured around the
country delivering lectures to students.

British minister hits back at ‘unacceptable’ Muslim council [40]

Source Item:
British minister hits back at ‘unacceptable’ Muslim council [41]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
06/06/2018
Summary:
The row between the UK government and the country’s biggest Muslim organization has intensified after the
British home secretary said the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) did not represent Muslims in the UK. The MCB
last week called for an independent inquiry into alleged Islamophobia within the ruling Conservative Party,
claiming that verbal attacks on Muslims were occurring “more than weekly” and listing a number of such attacks
by Conservatives from the past two months. But Home Secretary (interior minister) Sajid Javid has hit back,
saying the government has no dealings with the MCB bec

Austria shuts seven mosques and plans to expel imams in 'political Islam'
crackdown [42]

Source Item:
Austria shuts seven mosques and plans to expel imams in 'political Islam' crackdown [43]
Country:
Austria
News Date:
08/06/2018

Summary:
The Austrian government is to order the closure of seven mosques and expel up to 60 imams in a crackdown on
political Islam and Turkish nationalism, it has announced. “Parallel societies, political Islam and radicalisation
have no place in our country,” Sebastian Kurz, the Austrian chancellor, said. [44] Six of the seven mosques are
being closed on suspicion of links to Islamic extremism.

Islamic primary school had books written by banned extremist, Ofsted report finds
[45]


Source Item:
Islamic primary school had books written by banned extremist, Ofsted report finds [46]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
16/01/2018
Summary:
An Islamic primary school had books written by an extremist who has been expelled from the UK after being told
to remove them, an Ofsted report has found. The Olive Tree Primary School, a private Islamic school in Luton,
claimed it had removed the “unsuitable books” which did not promote British values earlier this year. However, at
its most recent inspection, the books were still available at the school.

Luton Islamic school accused of misconduct [47]

Source Item:
Luton Islamic school accused of misconduct [48]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/06/2017
Summary:
An Islamic school that hosted radical clerics and segregated teachers by gender is accused today by the Charity
Commission of mismanagement and misconduct. The regulator expressed concern that the Rabia Educational
Trust, which caters for 128 pupils and charges up to £2,300 a year, had failed to protect pupils from potentially
harmful views. Ofsted has inspected Rabia girls’ and boys’ school in Luton four times since 2014 but it continues
to fail to meet educational and management standards and remains under regulatory action by the schools
inspectorate.

AK-47 training held at London mosque [49]


Source Item:
AK-47 training held at London mosque [50]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
17/02/2002
Summary:
British Islamic extremists have been involved in weapons training with assault rifles at a mosque in London,
intelligence sources have told The Observer.
The disclosures that hardline Islamists practised with Kalashnikov AK-47s at the Finsbury Park mosque in
north London [51] underline the pivotal role that Britain has played in the recruitment of volunteers to fight
alongside Osama bin Laden's al-Qaeda group all over the world.

Finsbury Park Mosque, Abu Hamza and the growth of Islamic extremism in Britain
[52]


Author(s):
Indian Express [53]

Source Item:
Finsbury Park Mosque, Abu Hamza and the growth of Islamic extremism in Britain [54]
Summary:
While the cause of the attack remains unclear as of now, the symbolism associated with the venue of the attack is
quite telling, in the sense that it represents both the rise of Islamic radicalism in the United Kingdom and the
growing fear against it.
The identity change in Muslim youth was accompanied by an alienation from Western ethos, wherein lay the
appeal of a large number of Muslim clerics and philosophers who came from abroad. As of 2005, out of 2000
imams serving 1400 mosques, about 1700 had been trained overseas. Abu Hamza was one among a small number
from these imams who were staunchly supportive of Islamic extremism.

No Tolerance for Extremism [55]

Author(s):
Denis MacEoin [56]
Gatestone Institute [57]

Source Item:
No Tolerance for Extremism [58]
Summary:
At the moment, the bar for taking extremists out of circulation is set ridiculously high. People known for their
own extremism that reaches pre-terrorist levels should not be walking the streets when they have expressed
support for Islamic State (ISIS) or tried to head to Syria or called for the destruction of Britain and other
democracies or allied themselves to people already in prison. Their demand for free speech or freedom of belief
must never be elevated above the rights of citizens to live safely in their own towns and cities. It is essential for
parliament to lower the bar.
Is this to be the political landscape for the future, where groups of people demanding death and destruction are
given the freedom of the streets whilst those wishing to hold a peaceful celebration are prevented from doing so?
To see extremist Islam as a "perversion" of Islam misses an important point. The politically correct insistence
that radical versions of Islam somehow pervert an essentially peaceful and tolerant faith forces policy-makers
and legislators, church leaders, rabbis, interfaith workers and the public at large to leave to one side an
important reality. Flatly, Islam in its original and classic forms has everything to do with today's radicals and the
violence they commit. The Qur'an is explicit in its hatred for pagans, Jews and Christians. It calls for the fighting
of holy war (jihad) to conquer the non-Muslim world, subdue it, and gradually bring it into the fold of Islam.
Islam has been at war with Europe since the seventh century.

State TV edits Theresa May’s London speech to remove references to Islam [59]

Source Item:
State TV edits Theresa May’s London speech to remove references to Islam [60]
Country:
Netherlands (the)
News Date:
10/06/2017
Summary:
The first priority after every jihad terror attack: make sure that no one has any negative thoughts about Islam. It’s
incredible that even the dhimmi appeaser May’s supine speech was too much for the taxpayer-funded Dutch
media.

Islamists from Across Europe Moving to UK for ‘Freedom’ to Practice Radical
Islam [61]

Source Item:
Islamists from Across Europe Moving to UK for ‘Freedom’ to Practice Radical Islam [62]

Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
31/05/2017
Summary:
A growing number of radical Muslims are flocking to move from France to Britain, where generous welfare
payments, lack of scrutiny from the authorities, and the ease with which families can practice strict Islam have
earned the UK a reputation as a halal paradise for Salafists who are unable to secure visas for Saudi Arabia.

Ramadan: "A Month of Great Conquests" [63]

Author(s):
Judith Bergman [64]
Gatestone Institute [57]

Source Item:
Ramadan: "A Month of Great Conquests" [65]
Summary:
"Ramadan has been not only a month of worship and of growing close to Allah the Almighty, but also a month of
action and jihad aimed at spreading this great religion... throughout [Muslim] history, Ramadan has been a
month of great conquests....". — 'Ali Gum'a, then Grand mufti of Egypt, Al-Ahram in July 2012.
"According to Islamic practice, sacrifice during Ramadan can be considered more valuable than that made at
other times, so a call to martyrdom during the month may hold a special allure to some." — Report by the U.S.
State Department-led Overseas Security Advisory Council, The Independent, June 9, 2016.
"Jihad in the Arabic language... means: ...striving... where the cause/objective is goodness & justice...Holy war
[is] not an expression in the Qur'an: War is NEVER holy." — Anna Cole, 'inclusion specialist' for the UK
Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL), which represents more than 18,000 head teachers and
college leaders.
......
In 2012, a Muslim Brotherhood member, Hussein Shehata, a lecturer at Al-Azhar University -- considered [66] the
world's leading center for Sunni Islamic learning -- wrote [67]:
"Fasting [during Ramadan] is one of the most powerful means to educate the human spirit for jihad.
Fasting involves a spiritual effort to act in a way contrary to what is accepted, and to completely abandon
desires... It also schools the Muslim in patience, resilience, endurance, and sacrifice, which are all traits of
the jihad fighter... Ramadan is the month of victory for those who wage jihad for Allah. Ramadan has seen
the following battles, conquests, and victories: the great Battle of Badr [624 CE],... the conquest of Mecca
[630 CE]... We call upon those who fast... to remember their brothers, those who wage jihad for the sake of
Allah: in Palestine, against the Jews, the descendants of apes and pigs; in Iraq, against the Americans; in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, against the crusader Serbians; in Chechnya, against the Russians; in Kashmir, against
the idolatrous Indians... everywhere in [the lands of] the Islamic ummah [community], against those who
fight the Muslims".

Undercover Filming in U.K. Muslim Schools Show Islamic Educators Preaching
Hate and Bigotry [68]

Author(s):
Anonymous [69]

Source Item:
Undercover Filming in U.K. Muslim Schools Show Islamic Educators Preaching Hate and Bigotry [70]
Summary:
A school in the United Kingdom called “Darul Uloom Islamic High School” is pumping their “students” full of vile,
evil, despicable ideas and indoctrinating them with bigoted views against other religions and nonbelievers, as well
as other Muslims.

7/7 Met police chief calls for extremists to be locked up in INTERNMENT camps
[71]


Source Item:
7/7 Met police chief calls for extremists to be locked up in INTERNMENT camps [72]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
28/05/2017
Summary:
The controversial call came from Tarique Ghaffur, a Muslim former police chief
He warns there are too many extremists in UK for police, MI5 officers to monitor
Mr Ghaffur proposes special centres be set up to detain up to 3,000 extremists
He was Assistant Commissioner at Scotland Yard when 7/7 bombings took place

Madrassas: behind closed doors Are south Asia’s Islamic schools causing a surge
in extremism? [73]


Author(s):
Financial Times [74]

Source Item:
Madrassas: behind closed doors Are south Asia’s Islamic schools causing a surge in extremism? [24]
Summary:
Research and interviews by the FT into the madrassa phenomenon across south Asia show that “Deobandi”
has become shorthand for a Sunni Muslim extremist, at least among some commentators. The ubiquitous
Deobandi madrassas spawned across Asia since the school’s foundation in 1866 were once seen by
Muslims as “forts of Islam” amid the westernisation of British India. More recently, however, they have
been described as dens of jihadism and violence. Atal Bihari Vajpayee, then Indian prime minister and a
leader of the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata party, called religious schools in neighbouring Pakistan
“factories of terror” after an Islamist attack on the Indian parliament took the two countries to the brink of
war in 2001.

Islamic radicals are in schools, government report says [75]

Source Item:
Islamic radicals are in schools, government report says [76]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
07/06/2011
Summary:
Its new counter-radicalisation strategy, Prevent, warned that some people who are supportive of terrorist groups
and ideologies have “sought and sometimes gained positions in schools or in groups which work closely with
young people.” It said that new standards to be enforced by Ofsted should enable schools to take action against
staff who demonstrate unacceptable views

Question Time audience member reveals shock leaflet 'given at Manchester killer's
mosque' [77]

Source Item:
Question Time audience member reveals shock leaflet 'given at Manchester killer's mosque' [78]
Country:

United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
27/05/2017
Summary:

THE MANCHESTER terrorist responsible for killing 22 people at a concert this week attended a
mosque where a leaflet against “Western immorality” was allegedly given to him.

Video: UK Muslim “ex-extremist” explains why he is on the brink of leaving Islam
[79]


Author(s):
Robert Spencer [80]
Jihad Watch [81]

Source Item:
Video: UK Muslim “ex-extremist” explains why he is on the brink of leaving Islam [82]
Summary:
“Saracen 786” asks a number of questions in this video about whether various Islamic teachings and acts of
Muhammad are really moral and ethical. He repeatedly asks Muslim scholars how they would explain these
aspects of Islam. If any respond, they will say that Allah decides what is moral and ethical, and thus these aspects
of Islam cannot be questioned, but are simply to be accepted. That just leads to the further question of why Allah
would command what are clearly hateful and immoral acts.



Measuring Extremism [83]

[83]
Summary:
The apologists for Islam like to tell us that it is just a "tiny" minority of Muslims who are "extremist". Just how tiny
is this minority of jihadists?
The apologists for Islam like to tell us that it is just a "tiny" minority of Muslims who are "extremist". Just how tiny
is this minority of jihadists?

Dozens of Islamic Schools Remain Open Despite Extremism Concerns [84]

Source Item:
Dozens of Islamic Schools Remain Open Despite Extremism Concerns [85]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
04/10/2016
Summary:
Dozens of Islamic schools are still operating despite Ofsted inspectors finding that the schools are “unsafe”, with
children being exposed to extremist ideas as well as being unaware of British values, it has emerged. Many more
schools have never been inspected at all.

More Than 2,000 Schoolchildren At Risk Of Extremism, Report Claims [86]


Author(s):
Breitbart [87]

Source Item:
More Than 2,000 Schoolchildren At Risk Of Extremism, Report Claims [88]
Summary:
Those flagged up are referred to Channel, part of the government’s Prevent strategy to combat extremism, and
are offered voluntary support to turn away from embracing radicalised agendas.
Although the strategy is designed to tackle all forms of extremism, including far-right ideologies as well as
Islamist terror, 70 per cent of those referred were suspected of being drawn into Islamist movements, whereas
just 15 per cent were linked to the far right.

How the Muslim Brotherhood fits into a network of extremism [89]

Author(s):
Andrew Gilligan [90]
Telegraph(UK) [91]

Source Item:
How the Muslim Brotherhood fits into a network of extremism [92]
Summary:
The Muslim Brotherhood’s objective is to replace secular democratic government with an Islamic caliphate under
sharia law

'They are all enemies, their hearts are black': Australian Islamic extremist delivers
hate speech calling for 'armies of jihad' to conquer Europe and America so 'the
word of Allah will reign supreme' [93]

Source Item:
'They are all enemies, their hearts are black': Australian Islamic extremist delivers hate speech calling for 'armies
of jihad' [94]
Country:
Australia
News Date:
14/04/2016

'Extreme Islamist' handed civic plaque at Waltham Forest Town Hall [95]


Source Item:
'Extreme Islamist' handed civic plaque at Waltham Forest Town Hall [96]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
21/07/2016
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